Installation instructions in 6 steps
(please refer to our online store for further details)

1) Insulators on line post
Measure and make a mark on the posts to ensure that all insulators will be fixed
at the same height (2 screws diagonally on a wooden post or 2 #56 straps or
#CLIP CLAMP on a metal post or 1 belt # BT150 if attached to a tree).

2) Tensioner/connector
Fix the tensioners (#BP32 or #BP37) on all tensioner posts (angles and gates).
(2 #LB50 lag screws on a wooden stake or a #HC hose clamp on a metal post)

3) Tape
Unroll the tape to tighten it by hand from an angle to another
angle (from tension post to tension post) to set it into the #BP37 or #BP32
tensioner
(colour code: green on the top and brown at the bottom). Then close the insulators with the tape inside and gently screw with the «banjo» screws provided
(the void space at the end of screwing is normal).

4) Connections to your energizer
Install the 2 high-voltage cables (green (+) on top/ brown (-) at bottom) from
the top strand of your fence to your energizer with #BP32 or #BP37 or #2BC8.
The energizer can be fixed on the post or remotely with the length of the 2 colour cables buried at 6 inches into the soil (protected in a garden hose).

5) Gates
Option 1: : For existing gates, run the 2 cables under the gate at 6 inches
underground (in a hose) from a #BP32 or #BP37 connector at each side of the
gate to maintain electrical continuity.
Option 2: : For a gate in tape, the continuity is maintained with the HorseGuard
conductive insulated handle.

6) Additional accessories
• The pin clip #CLIPbl is installed at each end cut of tape in order to avoid from
floating (with a handle, each side of a junction buckle...)
• The junction buckle #BP34 allows to connect two spools (install it close to a
post).
• The extender is fixed on wooden
post (with #LB50 lag bolts) or metal post (with #HC.. stainless steel hose
clamp).
• For a gate in tape, the buckle #BP38 with its 2 springs allows to use the tape
of the fence (with the handle #BP13A).
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